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 Ibsen come out as a realistic dramatist with his view that the more familiar the situation, the more interesting 

the play. Before Ibsen it was held that the stranger the situation, the better the play. Shaw appreciated Ibsen for 

taking situations in his drama from real life. He highly praised Ibsen when he evaluated the latter’s 

achievements as a modern dramatist. On the same ground, Shaw criticized Shakespeare:  

 

Shakespeare had put ourselves on the stage but not our situations…. Ibsen supplies the want left by 

Shakespeare. He gives us not only ourselves, but ourselves in our own situations. The things that 

happen to his stage figures are things that happen to us. (Shaw Critical Essays 144) 

 

Besides this Shaw has made a comment that: Shakespeare survives by what he has in common with Ibsen, and 

not by what he has in common with Webster and the rest. (Shaw Critical Essays 142) 

Thus, Shaw places Ibsen over Shakespeare because Ibsen deals with our day to day life problems realistically 

and effectively awakening our conscience. To Shaw, in the tragedy of Hamlet what more important is the 

introduction of a short play The Murder of Gonzago than the whole play. This is the play that Hamlet makes the 

players act before his uncle. Though the play is artlessly constructed, it causes a great effect on Claudius 

because it is about himself. Shaw said:  

 

Ibsen substituted a terrible art of sharp-shooting at the audience, trapping them, fencing with them, 

aiming always at the sorest spot in their consciences. (Shaw Critical Essays 145) 

 

Ibsen condemned the old stage tricks which used to make audiences take interest in unreal people and 

improbable circumstances. He makes his audience the persons of his drama and the incidents of their own life 

the incidents of his drama. Shaw declares:  

 

Hence a cry has arisen that the post-Ibsen play is not a play, and that its technique, not being the 

technique described by Aristotle, is not a technique at all. (Shaw Critical Essays 145-146) 

 

In the plays of Shaw the element of discussion found great importance. He believed discussion, which is 

represented by clash of minds, is the best means of presenting social problems to the audience. According to 

Shaw, this element of discussion originated in the last act of A Doll’s House when Nora says to Torvald, “We 

must sit down and discuss all this that has been happening between us.” (Ibsen, A Dolls 99) 

 

Abstract: With the onset of realism in modern drama, a new dramatic technique had to be evolved to 

replace the old tricks of romantic and conventional drama. The credit of introducing a new dramatic 

technique to modern drama goes to Henrik Ibsen. He revolutionized modern theatre by his realistic and 

social themes. Shaw was greatly influenced by Ibsen’s dramatic technique but he never imitated Ibsen and 

was quite original in dramatizing his themes.  

Shaw brought technical novelty in drama through exposition, situation and by explaining and solving the 

problem through discussion. Discussion, which is represented by clash of minds, is the best means of 

presenting social problems to the audience. In Shavian plays, however, there is no action like the shooting at 

one another by stage actors but there is exhibition and discussion of the character and conduct of the stage 

figures who are made to appear real people by the playwright.  The important feature of Shaw’s technique is 

that he educates the idealist through the shattering of his false illusions by reality and to make him 

understand life’s purpose. It is the Shavian hero who raises the romantic idealist to a higher level of 

spiritual development.  
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Now in Ibsenite plays we have exposition, situation and unraveling through discussion. Earlier there was well 

made play technique in which there was an exposition in the first act, a situation in the second, and unraveling in 

the third. Moreover, Shaw estimated discussion as the test of the dramatist. Shaw’s originality lies in his making 

the discussion central to his dramatic design. He made discussion a vehicle for social reform. Shaw disliked 

Ibsen’s putting discussion in the end of the play when the audiences are almost tired. It raises the need to see the 

play over again to follow the earlier acts in the light of the final discussion. For Shaw, the technical novelty of 

post Ibsen drama lies in:  

 

the introduction of the discussion and its development until it so overspreads and interpenetrates the 

action that it finally assimilates it, making play and discussion practically identical. (Shaw Critical 

Essays 146) 

 

Shaw was charged by critics, they said that his characters talk but do nothing. They often criticized Shaw for the 

lack of action. But this charge is not true as Shaw’s characters act through discussion and therefore, critics’ 

complaint have no ground to stand upon. Archibald Henderson observed:  

In A Doll’s House and Candida you have action producing discussion; in the Doctor’s Dilemma you 

have discussion producing action, and that action being finally discussed. In other plays you have 

discussion all over the shop. Sometimes the discussion interpenetrates the action from beginning to the 

end. Sometimes, as in Getting Married and Misalliance, the whole play, though full of incident, is a 

discussion and nothing else. (Henderson 435) 

 

The action of Shaw’s characters, however, is verbal most often. In Arms and the Man, the little tale of the coat 

and the portrait provides the decisive turn in action through discussion:  

Bluntschli: When you strike that noble attitude and speak in that thrilling voice, I admire you; but I find 

it impossible to believe a single word you say.  

Raina      : Captain Bluntschli! 

Bluntschli: Yes 

Raina      : Do you mean that you said just now?  

                 Do you know what you said just now? 

Bluntschli: I do.  

Raina      : I! I! How did you find me out? (Shaw, Arms p 61-62) 

After this discussion Raina inclines towards Bluntschli she passes over forever from Sergius world to 

Bluntschli. This is the way of Shavian action. The fact that Bluntschli conquers gains its force and importance 

from the context in which the opposite was to be expected. However, discussion is main device of Shaw’s 

technique for his reversal of relations as is clear from the above example from Arms and the Man. There is a 

different sort of Shavian reversal through discussion in Widowers Houses. In this play, Shaw’s hero Trench asks 

the heroine to throw up her dowry which is earned by her father through evil sources. But she refuses to be poor 

to preserve her innocence. But later on, it turns out that the source of the hero’s own unearned income is the 

same as that of girl’s father. The hero renews his strength by recovering from this shock and gets the girl by 

yielding before the corrupt social order. All this is done only by discussion. However, in Shavian plays the 

discussion does not affect the basic structure of the play. On the Rocks has hardly any story and lacks major 

incidents. But it is a long discussion on the economic crisis in England under poor leadership. In the play, 

discussion is almost identical with the plot. In the exposition, Shaw introduces certain ideas and develops them 

during the conflict and then in the end draws a short conclusion through discussion. Similarly the story of You 

Never Can Tell is brief. The play projects the problem between husband and wife, and between parents and 

children only through discussion. At last the conclusion is brought out through discussion. However, this 

exploitation of discussion as a dramatic device is both Ibsenite and Shakespearean. Like Ibsen, Shaw makes the 

discussion of a social problem basis of his play and like Shakespeare; Shaw makes his discussion through long 

rhetorical speeches and through moral percepts.  

 

Thus, Shaw gave importance to discussion instead of plot in his play. He rejected the primacy of plot in the well 

-made play, perfected by Eugene Scribe, based on the Aristotelian assumption that plot is the soul of drama. But 

for Shaw discussion is the soul of drama. In one of his prefaces, Shaw wrote, “Plot has always been the curse of 

serious drama and indeed of serious literature of any kind.” (The Complete 869) Moreover he told his 

biographer Henderson, “I avoid plots like the plague” because “plots are deadwood”. ( Henderson Table 22)  

But this does not mean that Shaw does not use plots. It is simply to say that he does not use it in the Aristotelian 

sense of the arrangement of incidents. The old tricks of preparation, catastrophe, and denouncement and so forth 

are mechanical tricks of construction in Shaw’s views. Shaw’s discussion of the difference between himself and 

Archer during their collaboration on Widowers Houses will be helpful in our understanding of Shaw/s views on 

plot:  
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(Archer) did not agree with me that the form of drama which had been perfected in the middle of the 

nineteenth century in the French theatre was essentially mechanistic and, therefore, incapable of 

producing vital drama. That it was exhausted and, for the moment, sterile, was too obvious to escape 

an observer of his intelligence: but he saw nothing fundamentally wrong with it, and to the end of his 

life, maintained that it was indispensable as a form for sound theatrical work, needing only to be 

brought into contact with life by having new ideas poured into it. I held, on the contrary, that a play is 

a vital growth and not a mechanical construction; that a plot is the ruin of a story and, therefore, of a 

play, which is essentially a story; that Shakespeare plays and Dickens’ novels, though redeemed by 

their author’s genius, were as ridiculous in their plots as Goldsmith’s hopelessly spoilt Good natured 

Man: in short, that a play should never have a plot, because, if it has only natural life in it, it will 

construct itself, like a flowering plant, for more wonderfully than its author can consciously construct 

it. (Shaw, Pen Portraits 22) 

 

This means that mere mechanical arrangement of incidents cannot make a drama a good work of art. There 

should be more than a plot, i.e., there ought to be author’s philosophy of life and social criticism also. On the 

stage the energy must flow naturally and the play also must develop itself naturally and vitally.Henrik Ibsen was 

greatly influenced by the well made play, though Shaw condemned well made play of Scribe and Sardou. Eric 

Bentley commented in his essay The Making of a Dramatist: Hence it would have been quite possible for a 

writer in 1890 to denounce Scribe and Sardou and simultaneously to steal their bag of tricks from Ibsen. 

(Bentley 58) 

  

The subject of Widowers Houses is one that Scribe and the young Dumas brought to the nineteenth century 

theatre: marrying or refusing to marry, money, But the play is a great reversal of custom, Shaw refuses to accept 

Auger’s ending breaking out of the war and reducing the heroine’s father to poverty in order to make it 

honourable for the hero now to marry the lady. Shaw condemned the sheer accident as a means for the ending of 

the play. He introduces a great reversal of custom. Shaw insisted on anti-climax whereas Scribe dedicated all his 

art to the Big Scene at the end or a little before the end. Eric Bentley observed that whereas in a well-made play, 

Bluntschll and Louka would have soared to the heights of Raina and Sergius, in the Shavian play Raina and 

Sergins drop with a bump to the level of Bluntshcli and Louka. This anti-climax is possible only in Shaw’s 

plays. 

  

Though Shaw always condemned the well-made play, it is obvious that both Ibsen and Shaw rode into 

prominence on the shoulders of Scribe and the well-made play, as did Chekhov, Wilde and Strindberg. (Darwin 

190) It is the reversal of relationships which made Shaw most distinct from Scribe and even Ibsen. But while for 

Ibsen the past is dynamically and tragically real, for Shaw it is unreal. Shaw is a prophet and a playwright of the 

future and frees present reality from the past.  

 

Though Shaw often commented against the ‘old tricks’ of preparation, conflict and unraveling, he has much 

often derived many of his dramatic devices from the Renaissance drama and combined it with Ibsenite 

technique of unresolved techniques etc. Dr. C.D. Sidhu has wisely studied this aspect of Shaw’s dramatic 

technique, especially in Shaw’s tragicomedies which according to him can be divided like Shakespearean 

tragedy into: exposition, conflict and unraveling. In exposition Shaw sets the situation out of which 

complication arises. The conflict forms the bulk of the play corresponding to the second, third and fourth acts of 

a five-act tragedy. Thus, out of the exposition, conflict and catastrophe of a traditional tragedy, Shaw discards 

catastrophe and substitutes the denouncement or unraveling through discussion. Discussion is another name for 

unraveling. In spite of the differences of Shavian tragicomedies in their act and scene division from traditional 

five-act tragedy, their structure follows the pattern of rising action, climax, falling action, and unraveling the last 

being Shaw’s substitute for catastrophe.  

 

Thus, Shaw synthesizes all his dramatic tricks and gave it his own name ‘Shavian’. He took these dramatic 

tricks from various sources- from traditional drama, well-made play and modern realistic drama of Henrik Ibsen 

and many other sources. Therefore, we see Shavian dramatic technique is unique in itself and a case of piracy 

cannot be leveled against it. In the Quintessence of Ibsenism, Shaw said:  

 

Rhetoric, irony, argument, paradox, epigram, parable, the rearrangement of haphazard facts into orderly 

and intelligent situation: these are both the oldest and the newest arts of the drama; …. In the theatre of 

Ibsen we are not flattered spectators killing an idle hour with an ingenious and amusing entertainment: 

we are guilty creatures sitting at a play, and the technique of pastime is no more applicable than at a 

murder trial. (Shaw Critical Essays 146) 
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Thus, Shaw adopted the technique of Ibsen for his own dramatic purpose. He invented the technique of playing 

upon the conscience of the audience. Shaw observed that Ibsen discarded the old stage tricks by which 

audiences were made to take interest in unreal and romantic characters and incidents. Ibsen replaced these old 

tricks of introducing unreal incidents and characters in the play and substituted:  

 

a forensic technique of recrimination, disillusion, and penetration through ideals to the truth, with a 

free use of all the rhetorical and lyrical arts of the orator, the preacher, the pleader, and rhapsodist. 

(Shaw Critical Essays 146) 

   

To both Ibsen and Shaw, romance was an illusion a hereby and they fought against it throughout their long 

dramatic career. Shaw explained romance as the curse of modern life. According to him romance deceives 

mankind and introduces pessimism only in the life. In his preface to Three Plays for Puritans, Shaw wrote, “The 

lot of the man who sees life truly and thinks about it romantically is Despair”. (Shaw, collected plays 37) 

 

No doubt, in our society we have a large class of idealists. Idealists are those who can face fact but 

cannot act accordingly and interpret everything according to certain ethical systems. Shaw believed 

that all our ideals are shallow and lead mankind to despair and destruction. In the essay The 

Quintessence of Ibsenism, Shaw has said that “the shallowness of the ideals of men, ignorant of 

history is their destruction.” (Shaw Critical Essays 4) 

 

Thus, Shaw suggested our freedom from the totalitarianism of idealism which is: 

the policy of forcing individuals to act on the assumption that all ideals are real, and to recognize and 

accept such action as standard moral conduct, absolutely valid under all circumstances. (Shaw Critical 

Essays 27) 

 

This policy, however, expurgates the facts. In the play Candida, for example, Morell boasts before his wife 

Candida at the time of domestic crisis, inflated with the idealistic air of respectability, and confusing the dream 

world for the real one, he says:  

 

I have nothing to offer you but my strength for your defence, my honesty for your surety, my ability 

and industry for your dignity. That is all it becomes a man to offer to a woman. (Shaw, Candida 77) 

 

But it is a realist; Eugene, who knows that Candida is “fed on metaphors, sermons, stale perorations, mere 

rhetoric.” (Shaw, Candida 31) 

 

Thus, it was Shaw who confronted an idealist with a realist and who had courage to face facts and tell him the 

truth. In most of Shaw’s plays women are the sufferers from this idealism. They are being sacrificed at the altar 

of domesticity. We have an example of his play Candida. In this play the heroine does all sort of work, from 

household work to take care of children. She nurses her husband like a mother. She provides him all sorts of 

comforts so that he can prepare his sermon. But all her efforts are considered as her duty. It is the duty of a 

woman to do all sorts of work. But in the plays of other major realists of modern drama, like Strindberg and 

Gorki, it the man who has to sacrifice before evil social conditions and by his romantic and idealistic disguises. 

While the Candida, the heroine is the victim of domesticity and Morell an idealist tyrant, in Strindberg’s 

Creditors, it is the man who is victimized by domesticity in which woman is a tyrant and a soul destroyer. Ibsen 

and Shaw believe that women and their work at home have always been victimized and unrecognized by the 

male dominated society. According to Shaw social progress is possible only through replacing old institutions 

by new ones. Therefore, he advised women to reject their established duty of absolute surrender to their 

husbands. The unbearable realities of family are covered by the mask of idealism Shaw’s aim as a realistic 

dramatist is to expose this mask of idealism and to let his realist say of marriage:  

 

This thing is a failure for many of us. It is insufferable that two human being, having entered into 

relations which only warm affection can render tolerable, should be forced to maintain them after such 

affections have ceased to exist, or in spite of the fact that they have never arisen. The alleged natural 

attractions and repulsions upon which the family ideal is based do not exist; and it is historically false 

that the family was founded for the purpose of satisfying them. Let us provide otherwise for the social 

ends which the family sub serves, and then abolish its compulsory character altogether. (Shaw Critical 

Essays 27-28) 
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Idealists being terrified at this declare that “Realism means egotism; and egotism means depravity.” (Shaw 

Critical Essays 31) They denounce the destroyer of ideals as an enemy of society, who is in fact sweeping the 

world clear of lies.  

 

Thus, we see that Shaw created his own dramatic technique suited to his needs. The Shavian way of 

dramatization is the way of dramatization of reality. His putting up of an idealist confronted by a realist, his wit, 

humour, satire and irony, his way of exposition, situation and unraveling through discussion all are 

interpenetrated by realism- the reality of our socio-economic order, our institutions and our moral laws. 

However, Shaw’s technique served him as the best medium to make the world realize and see reality under the 

mask of romance, traditional morality and idealism. In Shavian plays the conflict, most often, is between a 

realist and an idealist, Shaw said, “No conflict, no drama”.
8
 In his drama we see a special kind of conflict which 

can lead to both tragic and comic effect at the same time. In his plays the conflicts involving social, moral, and 

political questions also find favour. He has said: 

 

How the material of the dramatist is always some conflict of human feeling with circumstances; so that 

institutions are circumstances, every social question furnishes material for drama. But every drama 

does not involve a social question, because human feelings may be in conflict with circumstances 

which are not institutions, which are part of human destiny… Abnormal greatness of character, 

abnormal baseness of character, love and death: with these alone you can, if you are a sufficiently great 

dramatic poet, make a drama that will keep your language alive long after it has passed out of common 

use. Whereas a drama, with a social question for the motive, cannot outlive the solution of that 

question. (Shaw on Theatre 59-60)  

 

Shaw, therefore, introduced not the conventional villains but social villains idealists who are opposed to all sorts 

of social and racial progress. There is conflict between the will of social progress and the will of idealistic 

repression, and not the conflict between the wills of two individuals. Thus, Shaw dramatizes the conflict 

between the force of the will of the protagonist and the force of the will of status quo defenders. In other words 

he presents the battle of wills between forces of social good and social evil. 

   

In the Shaw’s play villains are idealistic social institutions. His heroes devote themselves to the betterment of 

God’s work by serving the evolutionary will of the universe. His heroes are not extra-ordinary persons who 

perform impossible deeds but they are very ordinary persons who give sermons and who have realistic attitude. 

In the Shavian hero, the will of the world holds supremacy over intellect. His actions include to desire, to 

imagine, to will and to create and he hates the “seven deadly virtues of respectability, conventional virtue, 

affection, modesty sentiment, devotion to the other sex, and romance”. (Henderson, Man of the Centary 744) 

 

Thus, we see that Shaw created his own dramatic technique suited to his needs. The Shavian way of 

dramatization is the way of dramatization of reality. His putting up of an idealist confronted by a realist, his wit, 

humour, satire and irony, his way of exposition, situation and unraveling through discussion all are 

interpenetrated by realism- the reality of our socio-economic order, our institutions and our moral laws. 

However, Shaw’s technique served him as the best medium to make the world realize and see reality under the 

mask of romance, traditional morality and idealism.  
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